MEAT YOUR PERFECT DATE, VALENTINE’S DAY DINNER
AT SUDESTADA JAKARTA
Surprise your better half with a candlelight dinner date filled with Argentine
romance. With bouquet of roses for the special lady upon arrival, feast upon
our special five-course Valentine’s menu that meat-lover couples cannot
resist!
Celebrate your togetherness with cheers with a welcome sparkling wine and
tantalizing sharing menu including our Empanadas with sliced Matambre
filling, sizzling prawn, Scallop risotto with truffle, Rib eye foie gras and
delectable Argentinian dessert platter to seal the love-fueled meal.
Special performance by our live acoustic band will take love songs requests
to accompany the evening. Treasure the sweet moments with a box of
Sudestada homemade chocolate bon bons and a couples Polaroid picture to
take home.
MEAT YOUR PERFECT DATE
Friday, 14 February 2020, 6 PM onwards
IDR 1,500,000++ per couple
Live music starts at 8 PM
Inclusive of a rose bouquet, two sparkling wines, a box of Sudestada
Chocolate Bon Bons and Polaroid picture
Reservation is a must
Telephone: +6221-392-8944
Whatsapp: +62-813-3126-5567
Email: Booking@sudestadagrill.com
https://www.sudestadagrill.com/reservation/
For media inquiries, please contact:
Mega Limantara
Account Manager
PREFINITE Communications
E-mail: mega@prefinite.id
Mobile: +62878 7552 3803
~ END ~
ABOUT SUDESTADA JAKARTA
Located in the charming neighborhood of Menteng, Central Jakarta,
Sudestada lights up Jakarta’s dining scene with its mouth-watering Latin
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menu with an Argentinian flair. With the first Asado fire pit in Jakarta,
Sudestada Jakarta immerses its diners in the vivacious Argentinian culture
and lifestyle through a wholesome dining experience in its wide range of
authentic delicacies and lively neoclassical interior and décor.
Sudestada in Spanish it means "powerful wind," particularly similar to the
cool strong breeze before a mighty storm. The name is regarded as an
auspicious name that brings good luck in Argentinian culture. Helmed by
Argentine chef and owner Victor Taborda, Sudestada Jakarta’s authentic
Latin flavors is reflected in its three concepts, the grill, bar and café. The
shared menu offered is especially designed to bring people together over
food similar to an “Asado” or a cherished family gathering around the grill.
The two-storey building welcomes guests daily from breakfast until late,
guests may feel transported to Buenos Aires, the capital of Argentina, as they
are welcomed with the amiable charm of an Argentinian home. At Sudestada
Jakarta, guests can expect cozy and rustic ambience within its spacious
indoor and outdoor spaces with contemporary picturesque interior
complemented with friendly hospitality that reflects the iconic Argentinian
culture and lifestyle.
You may come as a guest, but leave as El Amigo!
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